Tell your friends a few fun facts about yourself:
- You are the hottest planet in our solar system
- You have an active surface with mountains and volcanoes
- You are small and rocky
Instructions

What you’ll need:
-Planet mask activity (pages 1 and 2)
-Scissors
-Tape

Safety Note: Adult scissors (i.e. scissors with a sharpened edge) should not be used by children under the age of 10 without adult supervision.

What to do:
1. Use scissors to cut out planet shape (page 1) on the dotted line.
2. Use scissors to cut out the mask’s eye holes on the dotted lines.
3. Cut out 3 strips of paper (page 2) on the dotted lines.
4. Tape ends of paper strips together to make one long strip.
5. Place center of long paper strip on the back of your head.
6. Wrap the long strip around your head until you have a snug fit.
   The strip should form a ring around your head. Tape the ends of the paper strip so that the ring will stay the right size.
7. Take paper ring off of head. Tape it to the back of the planet cutout near the center and top of the planet.

8. Place the paper ring on top of your head and see the world through a planet’s eyes!

Find this activity online and learn more by visiting NASA Space Place: http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/planet-masks
Find more fun activities at http://spaceplace.nasa.gov/menu/do.